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STAR Student Test Questions 

The Little Pine Tree 

 

 

1 What evidence from the selection shows that the little tree was 

finally happy with his pine needles? 

A The leaves looked pretty and bright in the sunshine. 

B The little tree wanted green leaves like the other trees. 

C The little tree did not want green, glass, or gold leaves.  

D Night came and the fairy gave it gold leaves.  

 

 

2 The picture in the selection shows the little pine tree ― 

A getting glass leaves 

B and the fairy at night time 

C getting green leaves 

D after the man came by with a bag  

 

 

3 What is the theme of the story? 

A Try to improve yourself. 

B Be the best you can be. 

C Dream big. 

D Be happy with yourself.  
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4 Read these sentences from paragraph 2. 

 

 

 

The imagery in these lines appeals most to the reader’s sense of ― 

A sight 

B smell 

C taste 

D touch 

 

 

5 Which of these solved the little pine tree’s problem in the story? 

A The little pine tree went to sleep. 

B A goat came by and ate all the green leaves. 

C The little pine tree decided pine needles are best. 

D The little pine tree was happy. 

 

 

6 Why does the little tree want gold leaves? 

A He wanted to have the brightest leaves. 

B He didn’t want the man with the bag to take them. 

C The little pine tree wanted the best leaves in the forest. 

D The little pine tree knew the fairy would grant his wish.

How pretty they looked in the sunshine! No other 

tree was so bright. 
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THE LITTLE PINE TREE 

 
A little pine tree was in the woods. It had no leaves. It 

had needles. The little tree said, "I do not like needles. 

All the other trees in the woods have pretty leaves. I want 

leaves, too. But I will have better leaves. I want gold 

leaves." 

 

Night came and the little tree went to sleep. A fairy 

came by and gave it gold leaves. When the little tree 

woke it had leaves of gold. It said, "Oh, I am so pretty! 

No other tree has gold leaves."  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Night came. A man came by with a bag. He saw the 

gold leaves. He took them all and put them into his bag. 

The poor little tree cried, "I do not want gold leaves 

again. I will have glass leaves." So the little tree went to 

sleep. The fairy came by and put the glass leaves on it. 
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A little pine tree wanted leaves, but something 

bad happened each time the fairy gave it a 

different kind of leaf. So, the little tree decided 

it liked its needles best. Then it was happy. 

 

The little tree woke and saw its glass leaves. How 

pretty they looked in the sunshine! No other tree was so 

bright. Then a wind came up. It blew and blew. All the 

glass leaves fell from the tree and were broken. Again the 

little tree had no leaves. It was very sad, and said, "I will 

not have gold leaves, and I will not have glass leaves. I 

want green leaves. I want to be like the other trees." And 

the little tree went to sleep. When it woke, it was like 

other trees. It had green leaves. 

 

A goat came by. It saw the green leaves on the little 

tree. The goat was hungry, and it ate all the leaves. Then 

the little tree said, "I do not want any leaves. I will not 

have green leaves, or glass leaves, or gold leaves. I like 

my needles best." 

 

And the little tree went to sleep. The fairy gave it 

what it wanted. When it woke, it had its needles again. 

Then the little pine tree was happy. 

Problem 
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STAR Student Test Questions 

The Little Pine Tree 

 

 

1 What evidence from the selection shows that the little tree was 

finally happy with his pine needles? 

A The leaves looked pretty and bright in the sunshine. 

B The little tree wanted green leaves like the other trees. 

C The little tree did not want green, glass, or gold leaves.  

D Night came and the fairy gave it gold leaves.  

 

 

2 The picture in the selection shows the little pine tree ― 

A getting glass leaves 

B and the fairy at night time 

C getting green leaves 

D after the man came by with a bag  

 

 

3 What is the theme of the story? 

A Try to improve yourself. 

B Be the best you can be. 

C Dream big. 

D Be happy with yourself.  
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4 Read these sentences from paragraph 2. 

 

 

 

The imagery in these lines appeals most to the reader’s sense of ― 

A sight 

B smell 

C taste 

D touch 

 

 

5 Which of these solved the little pine tree’s problem in the story? 

A The little pine tree went to sleep. 

B A goat came by and ate all the green leaves. 

C The little pine tree decided pine needles are best. 

D The little pine tree was happy. 

 

 

6 Why does the little tree want gold leaves? 

A He wanted to have the brightest leaves. 

B He didn’t want the man with the bag to take them. 

C The little pine tree wanted the best leaves in the forest. 

D The little pine tree knew the fairy would grant his wish. 

How pretty they looked in the sunshine! No other 

tree was so bright. 


